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Abstract—Many ad hoc network protocols and applications assume the
knowledge of geographic location of nodes. The absolute location of each
networked node is an assumed fact by most sensor networks which can
then present the sensed information on a geographical map. Finding lo-
cation without the aid of GPS in each node of an ad hoc network is im-
portant in cases where GPS is either not accessible, or not practical to use
due to power, form factor or line of sight conditions. Location would also
enable routing in sufﬁciently isotropic large networks, without the use of
large routing tables. We are proposing APS – a distributed, hop by hop
positioning algorithm, that works as an extension of both distance vector
routing and GPS positioning in order to provide approximate location for
all nodes in a network where only a limited fraction of nodes have self
location capability.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Ad hoc networks have mostly been studied in the context of
high mobility, high power nodes, and moderate network sizes.
Sensor networks, while typically having low powered nodes,
low mobility and large sizes, classify as ad hoc networks in
many cases, when deterministic placement of nodes is not pos-
sible. With recent advances in sensing device architectures [4],
it can be foreseen that cheap, or even disposable nodes, will be
available in the future, enabling an array of new agricultural,
meteorologicalandmilitary applications. These largenetworks
of low power nodes face a number of challenges: routing with-
out the use of large conventional routing tables, adaptability
in front of intermittent functioning regimes, network partition-
ing and survivability. In this paper, we address the problem
of self positioning of the nodes in the ﬁeld, which may pro-
vide a solution to the ﬁrst challenge, and solve other practical
problems as well. One scenario involving sensor networks fre-
quently mentioned in literature is that of aircraft deployment
of sensors followed by in ﬂight collection of data by simply
cruising the sensor ﬁeld. This and other meteorological appli-
cations, are implicitly assuming that the data provided by the
sensor is accompanied by the sensor’s location, which makes
it possible to attach this information to a geographical map of
the monitored region. If this is an absolute necessity in order
to make sense of the observed data, accurate location might
also be useful for routing and coordination purposes. Algo-
rithms such as GEDIR[1], or geocast[2], enable routing with
no routing tables at all or with reduced tables, which are ap-
propriate for devices like the Rene mote[4], with only half a
kilobyte of RAM. An improvementthat can be applied to some
ad hoc routing schemes, Location Aided Routing [11] limits
the search for a new route to a smaller request zone. Also, APS
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is appropriate for indoor location aware applications, when the
network’s main feature is not the unpredictable, highly mobile
topology, but rather deployment that is temporary, and ad hoc.
These networks would not justify the cost of setting up an in-
frastructure to support positioning, like proposed in [7], [8], or
[9].
GPS, whichis a publicservice, can satisfy some ofthe above
requirements. However, attaching a GPS receiver to each node
isnotalwaysthepreferredsolutionforseveralreasons: cost –i f
we are envisioningnetworksof thousands, or tens of thousands
of nodes, (this factor might be of diminished importance in the
future); limited power – battery capacities are increasing much
slower than, say Moore’s law; inaccessibility – nodes may be
deployedindoors, or GPS reception might be obstructedby cli-
matic conditions; imprecision – even with the selective avail-
ability recently turned off (May 2000), the location error might
still be of 10-20m, which might be larger the hop size of some
networks; form factor – a Rene board [4] is currently the size
of a small coin.
Thereareseveralrequirementsapositioningalgorithmhasto
satisfy. First, it has to be distributed: in a very large network of
low memory and low bandwidth nodes, designed for intermit-
tent operation, even shuttling the entire topology to a server in
a hop by hop manner would put too high a strain on the nodes
close to the basestation/server. Partitioned areas would make
centralization impossible, and anisotropic networks would put
more strain on some nodes that have to support more forward-
ing trafﬁc than others. Changing topologies would also make
the centralizedsolutionundesirable. Second,it hastominimize
the amount of node to node communication and computation
power, as the radio and the processor are the main sources of
draining battery life. Also, it is desirable to have a low sig-
naling complexity in the event a part of the network changes
topology. Third, the positioning system should work even if
the network becomes disconnected - in the context of sensor
networks, the data can be later collected by a ﬂy-over basesta-
tion. Finally, our aim is to provide absolute positioning, in the
global coordinatesystem of the GPS, as opposedto relative co-
ordinates, for the following reasons: relative positioning might
incur a higher signaling cost in the case the network topology
changes, and absolute positioningenablesa uniquenamespace,
that of GPS coordinates.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: the next sec-
tion summarizes similar efforts in current research, section III
presents a short GPS review, as its principles are central to our
approach. Section IV explains the APS approach,with the pro-
posed propagation methods, section V presents simulation re-
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II. RELATED WORK
Reference [3] is proposing a positioning scheme that works
in a centralized manner by collecting the entire topology in a
server and then solving a large system that will minimize posi-
tioning errors for each node. Reference [5] presents a relative
positioning system, without the use of GPS, in which the ori-
gin of the coordinate system is voted by a collection of nodes
called reference group. The disadvantages, besides the ones
stemmingfromthe relativepositioningversusabsolute, arethat
when the reference moves, positions have to be recomputedfor
nodes that have not moved, and if intermediate nodes move,
ﬁxed nodes depending on them also have to recompute posi-
tion (not knowing if the reference has moved). However, the
coordinate system propagation is appropriate for hop by hop
dissemination of distances to landmarks, and is applicable with
our distance based scheme. In [8] a location system based on
an uniform grid of powerful (compared to the nodes) basesta-
tions, serves as landmark mesh. A random node in the network
will be able to localize itself by estimating its distance to the
well known positions of closest basestations. RADAR [9] is
a scheme in which the entire map is in advance measured for
its radio propagationproperties, and positioning is achieved by
recognizing ﬁngerprints of previously mapped locations. The
cricket location system [7] uses radio and ultrasound signals to
estimate euclidean distances to well known beacons, which are
then used to perform triangulation. AHLoS [12] proposes col-
laborative multilateration, in which nodes unable to determine
their locationby normaltrilaterationcollaborateto solve a non-
linear system which will provide positions for all unknowns in
the group. The key features of our proposed approach, in con-
trast with the onesmentionedabove,are that it is decentralized,
it does not need special infrastructure, and provides absolute
positioning.
III. GPS REVIEW
In Global Positioning System (GPS) [6], triangulation uses
ranges to at least four known satellites to ﬁnd the coordinates
of the receiver, and the clock bias of the receiver. For our node
location purposes, we are using a simpliﬁed version of the GPS
triangulation, as we only deal with distances, and there is no
need for clock synchronization.
The triangulation procedure starts with an a priori estimated
location that is later corrected towards the true location. In ﬁg-
ure 1, let
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Fig. 1. GPS, simpliﬁed problem
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After each iteration, the corrections
￿
x and
￿
y are applied
to the current position estimate. The iteration process stops
when the correctionsare below a chosen threshold. Solving the
linear system can be done using any least square method (we
used the Householder method).
IV. AD HOC POSITIONING SYSTEM(APS)
If a graph is sufﬁciently connected, and the lengths of its
edges are all known, then its plane topology may be recon-
structed. But what is a sufﬁcient degree of connectivity? If
we assimilate the graph with a wire frame, where nodes act as
hinges, our goal is to determine which part of the graph has
non moving parts, and those will be the nodes which can de-
termine their location. Once such a wire-frame is ﬁxed, it will
have a reference system of its own, that eventually has to be
aligned to the global coordinate system of the GPS. In order
to ﬁx this wire frame somewhere on the global plane, at least
threenodes(calledlandmarks),that areGPSenhanced,or know
their position by some other means, have to be present in the
connected graph.
Devices as simple as the Rene motes [4] have software ac-
cess to the signal strength of the radio signal, thus offering a
way to estimate distance to immediate neighbors. This mea-
surements however, are affected by errors. One of the aims of
our positioning system is to enhance position accuracy as the
fraction of landmarks of the entire population increases. Even
if it is theoretically sufﬁcient to have three landmarks, the pres-
ence of measurement errors will demand higher fractions of
landmarks, depending on the requirements of the application.
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It is not desirable to have the landmarks emit with large
power to cover the entire network for several reasons: col-
lisions in local communication, high power usage, coverage
problems when moving. Also, it is not acceptable to assume
some ﬁxed positions for the landmarks, as the applications we
envision are either in ﬂight deployments over inaccessible ar-
eas, or possibly involvingmovementand reconﬁgurationof the
network. In this case, one option is to use hop by hop propa-
gation capability of the network to forward distances to land-
marks. In general, we aim for the same principle as GPS, with
the difference that the landmarks are contacted in a hop by hop
fashion, rather than directly, as ephemerides are. Once an arbi-
trary node has estimates to a number(
￿
3) of landmarks, it can
computeits ownpositionintheplane,usingasimilarprocedure
with the one used in GPS position calculation described in the
previous section. The estimate we start with is the centroid of
the landmarks collected by a node.
In what follows we will refer to one landmarkonly, as the al-
gorithm behaves identically and independentlyfor all the land-
marks in the network. It is clear that the immediate neighbors
of the landmark can estimate the distance to the landmark by
direct signal strength measurement. Using some propagation
method, the second hop neighbors then are able to infer their
distance to the landmark, and the rest of the network follows,
in a controlled ﬂood manner, initiated at the landmark. Com-
plexity of signaling is therefore driven by the total number of
landmarks, and by the average degree of each node.
What makes this method similar with the distance vector
routing, is that at any time, each node only communicates with
its immediateneighbors,andin each message exchangeit com-
municates its available estimates to landmarks acquired so far.
This is appropriate for nodes with limited capabilities, which
do not need, and cannot handle the image of the entire, possi-
ble moving, network. We are exploring three methods of hop
to hopdistance propagationand examineadvantagesand draw-
backs for each of them. Each propagation method is appropri-
ate fora certain class of problemsas it inﬂuencesthe amountof
signaling, powerconsumption,andposition accuracyachieved.
B. “DV-Hop” propagation method
This is the most basic scheme, and it ﬁrst employs a classi-
caldistancevectorexchangesothatall nodesinthenetworkget
distances, in hops, to the landmarks. Each node maintains a ta-
ble
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Fig. 2. “DV-hop” correction example
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In the example in ﬁgure 2, nodes
L
1
;
L
2 and
L
3 are land-
marks, and node
L
1 has both the euclidean distance to
L
2 and
L
3 , and the path length of 2 hops and 6 hops respectively.
L
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the estimated average size of one hop, in meters.
L
1 has then
the choice of either computing a single correction to be broad-
casted into the network, or preferentially send different correc-
tions along different directions. In our experiments we are us-
ing the ﬁrst option. In a similar manner,
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A regularnodegetsanupdatefromoneofthe landmarks,andit
is usually the closest one, depending on the deployment policy
and the time the correction phase of APS starts at each land-
mark. Correctionsaredistributedbycontrolledﬂooding,mean-
ing that once a node gets and forwardsa correction, it will drop
all the subsequent ones. This policy ensures that most nodes
will receive only one correction, from the closest landmark.
When networks are large, a method to reduce signaling would
betoset aTTLﬁeldforpropagationpackets, whichwouldlimit
the number of landmarks acquired by a node. Here, controlled
ﬂooding helps keeping the corrections localized in the neigh-
borhood of the landmarks they were generated from, thus ac-
counting for nonisotropies across the network. In the above
example, assume
A gets its correction from
L
2 – its estimate
distances to the three landmarks would be: to
L
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2. This values are then
pluggedinto the triangulationproceduredescribedin the previ-
ous section, for
A to get an estimate location. The advantages
of the “DV-hop” propagation scheme are its simplicity and the
fact that it does not depend on measurement error. The draw-
backs are that it will only work for isotropic networks, that is,
when the properties of the graph are the same in all directions,
so that the corrections that are deployed reasonably estimate
the distances between hops.
C. “DV-distance” propagation method
This method is similar with the previous one with the dif-
ference that distance between neighboring nodes is measured
using radio signal strength and is propagated in meters rather
than in hops. As a metric, the distance vector algorithm is now
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usingthecumulativetravelingdistance,in meters. Ononehand
the method is less coarse than “DV-hop”, because not all hops
have the same size, but, on the other hand it is sensitive to mea-
surement errors.
D. “Euclidean” propagation method
The third scheme works by propagating the true euclidean
distance to the landmark, so this method is the closest to the
nature of GPS. An arbitrary node
A needs to have at least two
neighbors
B and
C which have estimates for the landmark
L
(ﬁgure 3).
A also has measured estimates of distances for
A
B,
A
C,a n d
B
C, so there is the condition that: either
B and
C,
besides being neighborsof
A, are neighborsof each other, or
A
knows distance
B
C, from being able to map all its neighbors
in a local coordinate system.
In any case, for the quadrilateral
A
B
C
L, all the sides are
known, and one of the diagonals,
B
C is also known. This al-
lows node
A to computethe second diagonal
A
L, which in fact
is the euclidean distance from
A to the landmark
L. It is possi-
ble that
A is on the same side of
B
C as
L –s h o w na s
A
0 in the
ﬁgure – case in which the distance to
L is different. The choice
between the two possibilities is made locally by
A either by
voting, when
A has several pairs of immediate neighbors with
estimates for
L, or by examining relation with other common
neighborsof
B and
C. Ifit cannotbe chosenclearlybetween
A
and
A
0, an estimate distance to
L won’tbe available for
A until
eithermoreneighborshaveestimates for
L thatwill suit voting,
or more second hop neighbors have estimates for
L, so a clear
choice can be made. Once the proper choice for
A is available,
the actual estimate is obtained by applying Pithagora’s gener-
alized theorem in triangles
A
C
B,
B
C
L,a n d
A
C
L,t oﬁ n dt h e
length of
A
L. An error reduction improvement applicable for
the“Euclidean”propagation,butnotforthe“DVbased”meth-
ods is for a landmark to correct all the estimates it forwards. It
uses the true, GPS obtained coordinates, instead of relying on
the measurement based received values.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS
We simulated APS with the proposed propagation methods
in ns-2, with randomlygenerated topologiesof 100 nodes. The
two main goals of ad hoc positioning are to get location for
mapping purposes, and to route using geodesic routing. The
simulations evaluate the three possible propagation methods
with respect to these goals. Two topologies are considered –
an isotropictopologyof 100nodes, averagenode degreeof 7.6,
diameter 10, where nodesare placedin a randomuniformman-
ner, so that density, connectivity and communication range are
approximately the same throughout the network. The second
topology we examine is anisotropic in connectivity - it has the
shape of letter “C”, so that number of hops between the north
and south branches is not a good indication of geometric dis-
tance. This network has 100 nodes, maximum and minimum
sections are 24 respectively 1 hop. All the performance graphs
presentedhavetheratioofGPSenablednodesonthe
x axisand
several curves corresponding to error in signal strength evalu-
ation of distance. This measurement error is considered to be
in the range
2
%
￿
9
0
% of the nominal value, uniformly dis-
tributed. The “DV-hop” propagationmethod, being immune to
measurement error, is represented as a thick line on both “DV-
distance” and “Euclidean” graphs, for easier comparison of
the three methods.
Figure 4 shows location error in percents, relative to the hop
size (100% error means one maximum sized hop away). While
“Euclidean” has the advantage of increasing accuracy with
GPS ratio, “DV based” algorithms are better suited for lower
GPS ratios. Figure 5 shows location error for the anisotropic
topology. There are two things to notice: ﬁrst, the correc-
tions of the “DV based” methods are off because of the “C”
shaped network, and this is reﬂected on the lower performance
for this category. Second, for “Euclidean” measurement er-
ror does not make much difference compared to the anisotropy
caused error. “Euclidean” method has the advantage of small
variation across different topologies, thus offering predictable
performance across unpredictable conditions.
The way in which errors are propagating is the factor deter-
mining which nodes can successfully estimate their location.
Some nodes may not have a location estimate due to not hav-
ing at least three estimates to three noncolinear landmarks, or
not attaining convergence during the iterative system solving.
As seen in ﬁgure 6, when using “DV-based” algorithms, al-
most all nodes get estimates, even at low GPS ratios, whereas
“Euclidean’s” error build-up will produce some unreachable
nodes. In practice, nodes uncovered by APS, can be approxi-
mated as the centroid of their neighbors, producing a location
that can be used for both reporting and geodesic routing.
Message complexity is relevant because usually nodes com-
municate over a shared medium, and a high density of nodes,
coupled with a high messaging complexity,leads to a high col-
lision rate and ultimatelyto lower throughputand higher power
consumption. Figure 7 shows the number of messages ex-
changed under the three propagation policies. “DV-distance”
is the only one spending more messages as the measurement
precision decreases, andthis is justiﬁed by the existence of sev-
eral paths with similar metric in distance, which triggers more
shorter paths updates. This does not happen for “Euclidean”
2929because what is propagated is the straight line distance to the
landmark, here there is no shorter path to be updated. A max-
imum number of messages is reached around the ratio of 40%
GPS enabled nodes – because at higher densities, messages be-
comelargerand propagatemore updatesat once. At lower den-
sities, therearemorewavesofsmallerupdatestobesent. Num-
ber of bytes exchanged is higher for “Euclidean” than for the
“DV-based” algorithms by a factor depending on the degree of
a node. This is due to the fact that “Euclidean” forwards sec-
ond hop information, which increases the size of the average
message.
To evaluate how effective the APS estimated locations are
for purposes of routing, we implemented a simple, greedy ver-
sion of geodesic routing. Having the coordinates
(
X
;
Y
) of the
packet destination, a forwarding node will choose as the next
hop the neighbor that estimates the least euclidean distance to
(
X
;
Y
). There are no routingloops because when all neighbors
declare a larger distance than the forwarding node, the packet
is dropped. This obviously works better for isotropic networks
and this is the case that we simulated. The algorithm does not
guarantee delivery, such algorithms are described elsewhere in
the literature[10]. The overhead in route length is measured as
the difference in the length of geodesic routes between using
the true coordinates and the ones estimated by APS. The path
overheadforallthreeproposedpropagationmethods,evenwith
a small numberof landmarksis less than 6%and maybe as low
as 0.5% when using signal strength measurements with error
lower than 20%.
VI. NODE MOBILITY
Although we have not explicitly modeled mobility, APS
aims to keep a low signaling complexity in the event network
topology changes. While highly mobile topologies, usually as-
sociated with ad hoc networks, would require a great deal of
communication to maintain up to date location, we envision ad
hoc topologies that do not change often, such as sensor net-
works, indoor or outdoor temporary infrastructures. When a
node moves, it will be able to get “DV-based” or “Euclidean”
updates from its new neighbors and triangulate to get its new
position, therefore communication remains localized to nodes
that are actually mobile. This is in contrast with previously
proposed solutions [5], which rely on a reference group that
would prompt reevaluations in the entire network in case of
movement of the reference group. Not even moving landmarks
would cause a communication surge in our approach because
the only things that identify a landmark are its coordinates. In
fact, a moving landmark would provide more information to
the APS algorithm, as the new position of the landmark acts
as a new landmark for both mobile and ﬁxed nodes. To refer
again to the sensor network example, we can envision a case
when a single, ﬂy-over GPS enabled node is in fact enough for
an entire network. Later mobility of the network is supported
as long as a sufﬁcient fraction of nodes remains ﬁxed at any
one time to serve updates for the mobile nodes.
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VII. CONCLUSION
We presented APS(Ad hoc Positioning System), a method
to extend the capabilities of GPS to non-GPS enabled nodes
in a hop by hop fashion in an ad hoc network. Positioning is
based on a hybridmethod combiningdistance vector like prop-
agation and GPS triangulation to estimate location in presence
of signal strength measurement errors. APS has the following
properties: is distributed,doesnotrequirespecial infrastructure
or setup, provides global coordinates and requires recomputa-
tion only for moving nodes. Three propagation methods were
investigated, each providing a different tradeoff between ac-
curacy, signaling complexity, coverage and the isotropy of the
network. “DV-based” algorithms behave well for most pur-
poses and have a low signaling complexity. “Euclidean” pro-
vides better accuracy for nonisotropic topologies, and is gener-
ally more predictable in performance, at the cost of more com-
munication. Actual locations obtained by APS are on average
less than one radio hop from the true location. Positions pro-
duced by APS are usable by geodesic and geographic routing
algorithms, producing paths within 6% of the paths produced
with the real locations.
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